
Item No.: #401

IMPORTANT! KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
Read all instructions carefully before use and keep them for future reference. The child 
may hurt if you do not follow the instructions.
Adult assembly required.

WARNING
To prevent serious injury or death,use only for a child who is able to hold head upright 
unassisted and who is not able to walk or climb out of product.
Never leave child unattended. 

Never use near steps, pools, hot surfaces or areas that may be hazardous to a child.
Product may move during use.
To avoid tip-over, place product on a flat level surface.
Strings can cause strangulation! DO NOT place items with a string around child’s neck, 
such as hood strings or pacifier cords. DO NOT suspend strings over product or attach 
strings to toys.

Battery Information:
Do not mix new and used batteries.
Do not mix different types of batteries.
Only use replacement batteries of the type  batteries, 
2x1.5V,‘AA’/SUM3 / LR6
Always remove exhausted batteries from the  not attempt to charge 

batteries.
Remove rechargeable batteries before charging.
Charge under adult supervision.
The batteries must be inserted with the correct polarity.
Do not short-circuit the supply terminals.

Battery Disposal:
Dispose of exhausted batteries at an official waste disposal site.
Do not burn or place in  waste. 1

Scan the QR code to register your product
https://dreamonme.com/customercare/registration/



INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAFE USE

Babies can FALL from product resulting in head injuries.
Prevent access to stairs, steps and uneven surfaces.
Guard all fires,heating and cooking appliances.
Remove hot liquids, electrical flexes and other potential hazards from reach.
Prevent collisions with glass in doors, windows and furniture.
This product frame should be used only for short periods of time (e.g.20mins).
This product frame is intended to be used by children who can sit unaided,
approximately from 6 months. This product is not intended for children weighing more
than 26.4LB who can walk or climb out of product unassisted.
Check regularly that: All fastenings and components are secure. Tighten and adjust
as necessary and the castors rotate and run freely. That no components are broken
or missing.
Do not use the stationary activity center if it is damaged or broken.
Non-approved spare parts may render the repair or baby activity center unsafe

P oduct are:
Wipe all plastic/metal parts clean with a damp cloth using mild soap, dry thoroughly.
Light soiling of the seat pad can be with a damp cloth
Machine wash seat pad in cold water on a gentle cycle. Do not use strong detergents or
abrasive materials. Do not dry clean. Do not tumble dry. Line dry the seat pad.
To maintain stopping performance, clean friction strips regularly with damp cloth.
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Base tube x3Butterfly toy x1 Octopus toy x1

Seat unit x1

Lollipop & bee
toy bar x1

Parts

Rainbow toy x1

Play tray x1

Assemble the Frame  Parts

Insert the frame part A,frame part B and frame part C 
into the corresponding place of the upper tray overleaf 
one by one, and then use the family cross screwdriver
to fix the screw well. 
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Frame x1

Frame  Part  A x1
Frame  Part  B x1
Frame  Part  C x1

A B

C

Please check to make sure that all of the following parts listed are
included in the box when opened. I  there are any missing parts,
please contact  before using the product.
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Insert and “snap” the seat unit into the 
seat ring with moderate force, pull up on 
the seat to be sure it is secure. 

Fit the seat unit

Assemble the base and base tube

Install the strap of the frame tube into the frame

Assemble the frame tube into the base

Place a base on the flat surface. While 
pressing the button “a” on a base, insert 
it into the base tube “b”. Continue to slide 
the base into the base tube until you hear 
a “click”. Repeat this  to assemble 
the other base to the other base tube.The 
final base assemble of this product is a circle.

Fit the strap of the frame tube into the desired 
slot in the frame side.(Pic1)  Pull the strap to the 
desired height 1,2,3,push to “snap” and 
fasten the strap.(Pic2 & Pic3)
Repeat this process to attach the other two 
straps to the frame.IMPORTANT! Make sure 
all three straps are adjusted to the same height.

While pressing the button “a” on a frame tube, 
insert it into a base tube”b”. Continue to slide 
the frame tube into the base tube until you hear
a “click”. Pull up on the frame tube to be sure it 
is secure.Repeat this procedure to assemble the
two remaining frame tubes on the base tubes.
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Attaching the rainbow toy

Push downward the toy rainbow press 
down and clockwise rotation until 

 position. 2xAA size Alkaline batteries 
are needed for the toy (batteries not 
included).  Put batteries into the toy tray.
The toy should be assembled by adult.

Attaching the toy tray

Place the toy tray into the holes located on
the top section and turn the tabs around to
secure the toy tray to the walker.

To attach the octopus and butterfly

Position the octopus and butterfly toys over
the slots in the front up tray and insert the
tabs on the toys into the slots on the tray up
and turn them in a clockwise direction until
they lock into place.

Attaching the lollipop & bee toy bar

Position the lollipop & bee toy bar over the
slots in the rear up tray and turn them in a 
clockwise direction until they lock into place.



To rotate the seat
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The seat can be rotated by 360 degree .

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAFE USE

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE
USE AND KEEP THEM FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
THE CHILD MAY HURT IF YOU DO NOT 
FOLLOW THESE INSTRCUTION.

WARNING:A CHILD’S SAFETY IS YOUR RESPONIBILITY
WARNING:NEVER LEAVE THE CHILD UNATTENDED
WARNING:THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE TO REACH FARTHER AND MOVE
RAPIDLY WHEN IN THE ACTIVITY CENTER.

Prevent access to starirs,steps and uneven surfaces.
Guard all fires,heating and cooking appliances.
Remove hot liquids,electrical flexes and other potential hazards from reach.
Prevent collisions with glass in doors,windows and furniture.
This activity center frame should be used only for short periods of time(e.g.20mins).
The activity center frame is for a child able to support its head unaided up to a 
maximum weight of 26.4LB.
Before use:Check that the Activity center is correctly assembled.
Check regularly that :All fastenings and components are secure. That no components are 
broken or missing.
Do not use the activity center if any components are broken or missing.
Do not use replacement parts other than those approved by the manufacturer 
or distributor.
Non-approved spare parts may render the repair or activity center unsafe.

WARNING! DO NOT USE THE BABY BOUNCER AS A SWING!
Place your child in the seat, check the distance between your baby’s feet and the floor. 
Your child’s toes should touch the floor(without bouncing). If your child’s entire foot is 
touching the floor or the toes are not touching the floor at all, adjust the height to any of 
three positions(one for the smallest child and three for the tallest child).
To ensure that the child is correctly and safely positioned in the seat of the baby bouncer.
Please be aware of the danger of allowing other childre  to play near the activity center.
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Product care:
Wipe all plastic/metal parts clean with a damp cloth using mild soap,dry thoroughly,
light soiling of the seat pad can be  a damp cloth and a mid soap. Machine
wash seat pad in cold water on a gentle cycle. 
Do not use strong detergents or abrasive materials.
Do not dry clean. 
Do not tumble dry. 
Line dry the seat pad.
To maintain stopping performance,clean friction strips regularly with damp cloth.

        Thank you for choosing Dream On Me and congratulations on joining The DOM Family,
a family that has been transforming lives for 30 years! We appreciate your feedback and
wish you the very best in the coming years with your new addition. If you have any questions
or concerns please don’t hesitate to reach out and a trusted DOM representative will
assist you. Thank you again for entrusting us to supply you with the safest, functional
and affordable baby products and accessories. Feel free to follow us on Facebook and
Instagram for further opportunities and offers.

Dream On Me Inc.
1532 S Washington Ave Piscataway Twp. NJ 08854

Email: info@dreamonme.com
www.dreamonme.com
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To attach the octopus and butterfly

Position the octopus and butterfly toys over
the slots in the front up tray and insert the 
tabs on the toys into the slots on the tray up 
and turn them in a clockwise direction until
they lock into place. 
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Enter our monthly giveaway!
Simply scan the QRcode to register.

Chat with us!
For any questions or concerns or feedback.

1532, S. Washington Avenue
Piscataway, NJ 08854

E-mail: info@dreamonme.com

www.dreamonme.com

Follow us on

to get your nursery featured on our social media.
@dreamonmeinc @dreamonmeinc




